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? 1. DeLoach to Mohr 12/11/1963 62-109090-11 (section 1) 

A 7 of what is going to be the official story of Dallas. See Hoover marginalia re: sur 
a { at some of the details that were “secret.” 

\ \ws a 2. Evans to Belmont 11/25/1963 105-82555-NR a erry 
wy Indicates that Katz might have been leaking because of his urgency to get out FBI h 

| reports to the public. Just that Katz had motive as well as PB ep - Unk |} WA a 
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y's A 3. Jerry Oleary piece in Washington Star 12/10/?63 Clearly received info frorn FBI. ne 
L DeLoach was the source, certainly. 4 He h -| 
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Wavy 4. Note page from Hal on leaking. Nothing new here. 

5. DeLoach to Mohr 12/4/1963 62-109060-19091 

More discussion re: leaks on 12/3 by Green and Lucas. Had to be FBI. Nobody else had 
J the report at this time but the FBI. 

6. Jones to DeLoach 12/3/1963 62-109060-1258 (section 16) 
\ gy” Leaking on 12/3 in WRC Radio News Program. Had to be FBI. 
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7. Two UPI stories on 12/3/1963 62-109060-1901 (section 26) 

Notes that JD will receive CD1 on 12/4 .. . .no conspiracy involved, etc. Hoover 
marginalia. 

8. DeLoach to Mohr 1/29/1963 62-109060-1002 (section 13) 
A Les Whitten story appearing 11/27 on CD 1 calling Oswald the lone assassin. .. . 

Notes that WC got CD 1 on 12/9 or was that just Warren? Check on this. In this doc. 
DeLoach reports he laid the blame for leaks on WC members to Walter Jenkins. 

| 9. DeLoach to Mohr 12/10/1963 62-109060-1733 (sect. 22) 

10. Jeremy O’ Leary story 12/5/1963 in Wash Evening Star..... . Carries more 
yy details that were not released to public. . .Leaking. 

11. Hoover memo 12/12/1963 105-82555-NR (section 20) 
Hoover blames leaking on Katz (JD). . .That Hoover any public release by JD indicating 
that a conclusion had been arrived at by FBLetc. . . .In short, Hoover wanted as the last 
thing, any pressure on the WC to feel obliged to arrive at certain conclusions, etc. All the 
time the FBI was doing just that with its leaking. Cute. 

12. DeLoach to Mohr 12/17/1963 109090-37 Playing blame game still--JD & WC are 
sources of leaking DeLoach tells Ford.



FBI/Leaking of CD 1 

1. DeLoach to Mohr 12/11/1963 62-109090-11 (section 1) 
WP story by Lawrence Stern on Rankin appt. as chief counsel. Story is rich in details 
of what is going to be the official story of Dallas. See Hoover marginalia re: surprise 
at some of the details that were “secret.” 

2. Evans to Belmont 11/25/1963 105-82555-NR 
Indicates that Katz might have been leaking because of his urgency to get out FBI 
reports to the public. Just that Katz had motive as well as FBI. 

3. Jerry Oleary piece in Washington Star 12/10/63 Clearly received info from FBI. 
DeLoach was the source, certainly. 

4. Note page from Hal on leaking. Nothing new here. 

5. DeLoach to Mohr 12/4/1963 62-109060-19091 
More discussion re: leaks on 12/3 by Green and Lucas. Had to be FBI. Nobody else had 
the report at this time but the FBI. 

6. Jones to DeLoach 12/3/1963 62-109060-1258 (section 16) 
Leaking on 12/3 in WRC Radio News Program. Had to be FBI. 

7. Two UPI stories on 12/3/1963 62-109060-1901 (section 26) 
Notes that JD will receive CD1 on 12/4... .no conspiracy involved, etc. Hoover 
marginalia. 

8. DeLoach to Mohr 1/29/1963 62-109060-1002 (section 13) 
A Les Whitten story appearing 11/27 on CD 1 calling Oswald the lone assassin. .. . 

9. DeLoach to Mohr 12/10/1963 62-109060-1733 (sect. 22) 
Notes that WC got CD 1 on 12/9 or was that Just Warren? Check on this. In this doc. 
DeLoach reports he laid the blame for leaks on WC members to Walter Jenkins. 

10. Jeremy O’Leary story 12/5/1963 in Wash Evening Star... ... Carries more 
details that were not released to public. . .Leaking. ° 

11. Hoover memo 12/12/1963 105-82555-NR (section 20) 
Hoover blames leaking on Katz (JD). . .That Hoover any public release by JD indicating 
that a conclusion had been arrived at by FBLetc. . . .In short, Hoover wanted as the last 
thing, any pressure on the WC to feel obliged to arrive at certain conclusions, etc. All the 
time the FBI was doing just that with its leaking. Cute. 

12. DeLoach to Mohr 12/17/1963 109090-37 Playing blame game still—JD & WC are 
sources of leaking DeLoach tells Ford.


